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Abstract: Fiber-reinforced composite materials are often used in structural applications in humid,
marine, and offshore environments. Superior mechanical properties are compromised by environ-
mental ageing and hydrolytic degradation. Glass fibers are the most broadly used type of fiber
reinforcement to date. However, they are also most severely affected by environmental degradation.
The glass fiber degradation rates depend on: (1) glass formulation; (2) environmental factors: pH, T,
stress; (3) sizing; (4) matrix polymer; (5) fiber orientation and composite layup. In this short review
(communication), seven modules within the Modular Paradigm are reviewed and systematized.
These modeling tools, encompassing both trivial and advanced formulas, enable the prediction of
the environmental ageing of glass fibers, including the kinetics of mass loss, fiber radius reduction,
environmental crack growth and loss of strength. The modeling toolbox is of use for both industry
and academia, and the Modular Paradigm could become a valuable tool for such scenarios as lifetime
prediction and the accelerated testing of fiber-reinforced composite materials.

Keywords: glass fibers; composites; modular paradigm; modeling; environmental ageing; degradation;
kinetics; mechanism; lifetime prediction

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Motivation

Fiber-reinforced polymer composites (FRPs) have gained a lot of use and popularity
for the last 50–60 years or so, due to their excellent mechanical properties, such as high
modulus and strength, while at the same time being relatively lightweight and relatively
corrosion-resistant compared to more traditional structural materials, i.e., aluminium and
steel [1,2]. One of the main reasons for such a superior mechanical performance is the
synergy between the three microconstituents that make up a composite [1,2].

FRPs are common in structural applications (wind turbines, tethers, repair patches,
risers, and ship hulls, etc.), where humid air and water environments are standard, e.g.,
in wind energy, oil and gas, and marine and offshore applications [3–11]. Exposure of
FRPs to water molecules leads to environmental or hydrothermal ageing, continuously
weakening the composite. The designed lifetime typically tends to be at least 25–30 years or
more, meaning long-term exposures [7]. FRPs age environmentally in aqueous and humid
environments; their superior mechanical properties are compromised by environmental
ageing and hydrolytic degradation [12–18]. However, the exact reason for their excellent
mechanical performance (mentioned in the previous paragraph) is also the complexity of
the environmental ageing phenomenon. Molecular mechanisms are explained in more
detail in the Modeling section of the manuscript.

Along with the current technological limitations of composite recycling (although
the technology is rapidly developing) [19], the environmental durability of FRPs is one of
the present limiting factors to the more rapid growth and development of the composite
industry [20]. This fact is due to the superior mechanical properties being compromised by
the uncertainty of the material interaction with the environment [21]. Modeling can shed
light on these questions and solve the problem at hand [10].
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In the state of the art, ageing testing programmes are required for the validation and
evaluation of the environmental durability of FRPs [10,22]. These testing programmes
are usually very long, e.g., year-long, and thus expensive, leading to enormous expenses
(and often becoming a “bottleneck” in some composite industrial projects). This aspect
slows down the development of novel projects in the composite industry and must be
addressed [10,22,23]. The current trend aims to replace the testing, as mentioned earlier,
with as much modeling as possible, i.e., numerical, analytical, and multiscale modeling
tools [10,22].

FRPs are multiscale materials in nature. They consist of three microconstituents: a
polymeric matrix, a fibrous reinforcement, and a multi-component sizing on the surface of
the fibers [2,11]. During the manufacture of FRPs, i.e., during Vacuum-Assisted Resin Trans-
fer Moulding (VARTM), the sizing component forms a sizing-rich composite interphase
between the matrix and the fibers, chemically and physically bonding them together [2,24].
The sizing promotes hygrothermal resistance, stress transfer, and adhesion between the
fibers and the matrix [11,25]. What complicates the understanding and modeling of the
ageing of FRPs is that each of the three microconstituents degrades differently and affects
the degradation processes of the other two [26].

Echtermeyer et al. proposed a modular multiscale approach to attack the problem sys-
tematically, which evolved into the concept of Modular Paradigm [2,27]. The method breaks
down a complex FRP ageing process into modules (or subprocesses), grouped by the mi-
croconstituents primarily affected by the material–environment interaction (herein termed
as the Modular Group). The Modular Paradigm (or modular framework) is schematically
shown in Figure 1 [27].
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As shown in Figure 1, the proposed modular approach is divided into four sections.
Starting from left to right, these sections are Initial, Matrix, Reinforcement, and Interphase,
respectively. In the Initial area, relatively trivial engineering tools are included for de-
termining the initial dry properties of composites (for example, void content, etc.). The
subsequent three sections relate to the modeling of environmental degradation of individ-
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ual microconstituents inside the composite. Most of these modules are a result of a Joint
Industrial Project “Affordable Composites” by Echtermeyer et al. (Echtermeyer, Krauklis,
Gagani, Akulichev, Vedvik, Sæter, Mazan, Mialon, and Monsås) in collaboration with
Moslemian, Muliana et al. and Klavins et al. [2,3,10,26–47]. The respective work [27] stated
that the modular methodology is multiscale and scalable, and thus can and should be
further expanded. Furthermore, it was clearly stated that “the modular approach presented
herein is in no way a complete overview of the whole degradation framework, yet it is a
step towards the multiscale modeling paradigm of the composite ageing” [27].

This communication aims to review the Modular Paradigm for composites while
attempting to further improve the methodology by systematizing the Modular Groups.
As the problem is too extensive for a single manuscript, the Reinforcement Modular
Group is addressed herein. Initially, the Reinforcement Modular Group was divided
into two distinct modules, including (1) Glass Fiber Dissolution, and (2) Strength Loss.
However, this Modular Group is further expanded in this manuscript, shown later in the
Modeling section.

1.2. Environmental Ageing of Glass Fibers and Glass-Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Composites

Glass Fibers (GFs) and Carbon Fibers (CFs) are the two most commonly used rein-
forcement materials in the composite industry as of now. Of the two, GFs are the most
broadly used fiber reinforcement to date [19,48,49].

CFs are inert in water and toluene (one of the oil compounds), whereas GFs are inert
in toluene but not in water [37]. Furthermore, they are the most affected by environmental
ageing, and GFs degrade strongly in water [2]. Therefore, hydrolytic degradation of GFs is
significant and is the most common (and critical) type of environmental ageing of the FRP
reinforcement microconstituent. Understanding and modeling environmental ageing are
essential for GFRPs, since the GFs are hydrophilic [50].

Different types of GFs degrade at different rates, and these rates also depend on
such environmental factors as temperature, pH, and stress (via the stress-corrosion mech-
anism) [36]. Additionally, added protection by sizing and polymeric matrix plays a role
in the environmental ageing of GFs [41]. For instance, the dissolution of sized R-glass
fibers is ~6 times slower than that of desized R-glass fibers [2,41]. It seems that composite
layup and fiber orientation also play a role [2,41]. More details about the modeling of the
environmental ageing of GFs are provided in the next chapter on Modeling.

2. Modeling

This manuscript aims to systematize the modeling tools (both trivial and advanced)
within the Modular Paradigm that enable prediction of the environmental ageing of glass
fibers, including such properties as mass loss, fiber radius reduction, environmental crack
growth, and loss of strength. Furthermore, modules that help to identify initial parameters
of fibers, fiber bundles, and GFRPs are provided. Individual subchapters are devoted to
each of these properties. The seven developed modules of the Reinforcement Modular
Group within the Modular Paradigm are presented in Figure 2 (divided into three Dry
Property Modules and four Degradation Modules).

2.1. Molecular Mechanism and Chemical Kinetics of Environmental Ageing

The degradation occurs in two phases: an initial disorderly Phase I, and a subsequent
steady-state Phase II. During Phase I [35,36], the complex degradation process involves
several simultaneous subprocesses: dissolution and ion-exchange chemical reactions, gel
layer formation, and new solid phase formation, e.g., hydroxides [35,51–53]. In the long-
term Phase II, hydrolytic degradation is governed by the glass dissolution mechanism and
follows zero-order reaction kinetics [35,51]. Such kinetics depend on the glass surface area
in contact with water, proportional to the fiber radius. As the dissolution continues, the
radius decreases, resulting in mass loss deceleration [35].
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Competing simultaneous chemical reactions that occur during degradation are
Equations (1)–(12), summarized after various sources from 1979 up to 2019 [2,35,36,51–56]:

(≡ Si−ONa) + H2O→ (≡ Si−OH) + OH− + Na+ (1)

(≡ Si−OK) + H2O→ (≡ Si−OH) + OH− + K+ (2)

(≡ Si−O)2Ca + H2O→ 2(≡ Si−OH) + 2OH− + Ca2+ (3)

(≡ Si−O)2Mg + H2O→ 2(≡ Si−OH) + 2OH− + Mg2+ (4)

(≡ Si−O−Al =) + H2O↔ (≡ Si−OH) + (= Al−OH) (5)

(≡ Si−O)2Fe + H2O→ 2(≡ Si−OH) + 2OH− + Fe2+ (6)

(≡ Si−O)3Fe + H2O→ 3(≡ Si−OH) + 3OH− + Fe3+ (7)

(≡ Si−O− Si ≡) + OH− ↔ (≡ Si−OH) +
(
≡ Si−O−

)
(8)(

≡ Si−O−
)
+ H2O↔ (≡ Si−OH) + OH− (9)

SiO2 + H2O↔ H2SiO3 (10)

H2SiO3 + H2O↔ H4SiO4 (11)

MeClx
H2O→

(
Mex+)+ xCl− (12)

Initially, these reactions happen at independent rates (Phase I); later, a single process
becomes limiting and dominates the behavior (Phase II). A common limiting reaction
during GF degradation is a hydrolytic reaction shown in Figure 3 [36].
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The dissolution-driven degradation of GFs is an energy-activated process and thus
follows the Arrhenius principle: the rate of dissolution increases as the temperature in-
creases [36]. The rate is also accelerated by mechanical stress due to a stress-corrosion
mechanism [37,57]. However, the most dramatic environmental influence on the dissolu-
tion rates of GFs is due to the parabolic pH influence. The dissolution rate is slowest at
conditions close to neutral, and accelerates towards both acidic and basic ends, especially
in highly acidic environments [36].

2.2. Module 1: Determination of a Number of Fibers in a Bundle

The total number of GFs in a fiber bundle n can be calculated from density and
geometrical considerations, using the following Equation (13):

n =
m0

ρglassπlr2
0

(13)

where l is the length of fibers; ρglass is the density of the glass fiber (not of the bundle); m0
is the initial mass of a fiber bundle; and r0 is the initial fiber radius.

2.3. Module 2: Determination of a Fiber’s Surface Area

The external surface area of GFs can be calculated from geometrical considerations as
a product of the number, circumference, and length of fibers [2]. The specific surface area
of a studied sample can be calculated using the following Equation (14):

Sspeci f ic
0 =

S0

m0
=

2πnlr0

m0
(14)

where Sspeci f ic
0 is the specific surface area of the studied sample; S0 is the total surface area

of glass fibers; m0 is the initial mass of a fiber bundle; n is the number of glass fibers in a
fiber bundle; l is the length of fibers; r0 is the initial fiber radius.

Alternatively, a Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method can be applied to experimen-
tally measure the specific surface area of the fibers [2,26].

2.4. Module 3: Determination of Fiber Fractions in a Composite

A composite’s fiber fractions can be determined via density measurements [2,32,34,36]
or burnoff tests following the ASTM Standard D3171 [58]. The volumetric and mass fiber
fractions can be calculated using the following Equations (15) and (16), respectively:

Vf =
ρcomposite − ρm

ρ f − ρm
(15)
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m f =
ρ f ·Vf

ρm·
(

1−Vf

)
+ ρ f ·Vf

(16)

where ρm, ρ f and ρcomposite is the density of matrix polymer, glass fiber, and composite,
respectively.

2.5. Module 4: Modeling Mass Loss of Glass Fibers

This module is based on the analytical Dissolving Cylinder Zero-Order Kinetics
(DCZOK) model that predicts the GF dissolution kinetics of glass fiber bundles and
fiber-reinforced composites at various environmental conditions, described in [35,36,41].
The model differentiates between the complex short-term Phase I, and the dissolution-
dominated long-term Phase II. The model can predict the mass loss kinetics during dissolu-
tion at both Phases [2].

As was briefly mentioned, the degradation rates depend on: (1) glass chemistry (type
of glass fiber); (2) environmental factors (pH, T, stress); (3) presence and type of sizing;
(4) presence and type of matrix polymer; (5) fiber orientation and composite layup [2,41].
The dissolution of glass fibers inside the composite is slower than glass fiber bundles
not protected by a matrix and is addressed in the analytical model, requiring further
improvements [41].

The DCZOK model is deterministic, and all fibers are assumed to have the same initial
radius. The cross-sectional surface area at the end of the fibers is considered to be negligible
in surface area calculations. The reason is that the length of the fiber in a composite is much
longer (millimeter-to-meter scale) than the radius of the fiber (micron scale). Therefore, the
added effect of the edges is only in the range of 0.0001–0.1% error; thus, such simplification
can be safely made. The length and density of the glass fibers are assumed to be constant
during the whole dissolution process.

The mass loss kinetic DCZOK model equation in differential form is the following, as
shown in Equation (17) [35]:

∂m
∂t

= 2nπl

(
r0K0ξsizing −

K2
0ξ2

sizing

ρglass
t

)
(17)

where m is a mass dissolved after time t; n is the number of fibers; l is the length of fibers;
r0 is the initial fiber radius; ρglass is the density of glass; K0 is a dissolution rate constant;
ξsizing is the protective effect of sizing.

Environmental factors, such as acidity, temperature and mechanical stress all affect
the material–environment energy-activated interactions, thus affecting the dissolution rate
constants K0. In a simplified manner, the function is represented by Equation (18):

K0 = f (pH, T, σ) (18)

where pH is the acidity, T is the temperature, and σ is the mechanical stress.
Thus, the complete differential DCZOK model can be expanded and written as the

following Equations (19) and (20):

∂m
∂t

= 2nπl

(
r0K0ξsizing −

(
K0ξsizing

)2

ρglass
t

)
(19)

∂m
∂t

= 2nπl

r0 Ae−
EA(pH,σ)

RT ξsizing −

(
Ae−

EA(pH,σ)
RT ξsizing

)2

ρglass
t

 (20)

where A is the pre-exponential factor; R is the gas constant being 8.314 J/(mol·K); T is the
absolute temperature; and EA is the activation energy.
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The complete analytical expression of the DCZOK model (Equation (21) is as follows:
t ≤ tst : mdissolved = nπl

(
2r0K I

0t− KI 2
0

ρglass
t2
)

t > tst : mdissolved = mdissolvedtst
+ nπl

(
2rtst K

I I
0 (t− tst)−

KI I 2
0

ρglass
(t− tst)

2
) (21)

where K I
0 and K I I

0 are the rate constants for Phase I and Phase II, respectively; rtst and
mdissolvedtst

are the fiber radius and lost mass after time tst when the steady state is reached.

2.6. Module 5: Modeling Radius Reduction of Glass Fibers

This module is based on another expression of the geometrical considerations within
the analytical Dissolving Cylinder Zero-Order Kinetics (DCZOK) model that predicts fiber
radius reduction kinetics during dissolution, as described in [35,41].

From the geometrical considerations, the volume of a single fiber is πr2l, where l is the
cylinder length and r is the cylinder radius. For n number of such fibers, the total volume
is then nπr2l and total mass is ρglassnπr2l. The surface area of a single fiber is 2πrl. The
total surface area for n fibers is 2nπrl. Expressing mass and surface area in such terms, the
following differential Equation (22) is obtained:

∂r2

∂t
=

2K0

ρglass
r (22)

The analytical DCZOK model equations for radius reduction during Phase I and Phase
II are depicted in Equation (23): t ≤ tst : r = r0 −

KI
0

ρglass
t

t > tst : r = rtst −
KI I

0
ρglass

(t− tst)
(23)

where r is the fiber radius after time t; r0 is the initial fiber radius; ρglass is the density of
glass; and K I

0 and K I I
0 are the rate constants for Phase I and Phase II, respectively; rtst is the

fiber radius after time tst when the steady state is reached.

2.7. Module 6: Modeling Hydrolytic Crack Growth in Glass Fibers

This module is based on another manifestation of the analytical DCZOK model that
predicts flaw growth kinetics during the degradation process, described in [36,37].

Mathematically, the time-dependent crack length a(t) can be expressed as in Equation (24):

a(t) = a0 +

(
da
dt
− dr

dt

)
t (24)

where a0 is the initial crack length, and the time derivatives of a and r stand for the crack
growth velocity and the rate of the fiber radius change with time, respectively.

The crack growth velocity undergoes three phases [59]. The first phase is stress
intensity factor-dependent, the second is factor-independent, and the third is very rapid.
For water-filled cracks, the first phase dominates. According to Freiman, Wiederhorn, and
Mecholsky, the crack velocity can be described by Equation (25) [60]:

v = v0aH2O exp
(

∆G∗

RT

)
(25)

where v0 is the velocity-related constant; aH2O is the chemical activity of water at the
crack tip; ∆G∗ is the activation free energy of the reaction (at the crack tip); R is the gas
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constant; and T is the absolute temperature. The activation free energy can be expressed in
thermodynamic terms as Equation (26) [60]:

∆G∗ = −T∆S∗ + ∆E∗ + P∆V∗ − (γ∗V∗ − γV)

rsur f ace
(26)

where T is the absolute temperature; ∆S∗ is the activation entropy; ∆E∗ is the activation
energy; P is the stress intensity factor-dependent pressure at the crack tip; V∗ is the molar
volume of the glass in the activated state (∆V∗ stands for the activation volume); γ∗ is the
surface tension of the glass in the activated state; γ is the surface tension of the glass; V is
the molar volume of the glass; and rsur f ace is the radius of the crack tip.

Thus, the velocity is surface radius-dependent and can be expressed by Equation (27):

v = ϑ
K0ξsizing

ρglass
(27) (27)

where ϑ is the crack sharpness amplification factor due to the thermodynamics, and K0 is
the kinetic constant of dissolution, which encompasses the energy and entropy terms [37].

Echtermeyer and Krauklis et al. proposed that the crack length is then the initial crack
length, and the crack velocity is given by the difference in crack growth and radius shrinkage of
the fiber due to dissolution of the glass in water, expressed by Equation (28) [37]:

a(t) = a0 +

(
ϑ− ξsizing

)
K0

ρglass
t (28)

where a is the hydrolytic crack length after an ageing time t; a0 is the initial crack length; ϑ
is the crack sharpness amplification factor; ρglass is the density of glass; K0 is a dissolution
rate constant; ξsizing is the protective effect of sizing.

2.8. Module 7: Modeling Strength Loss of Glass Fibers

Echtermeyer and Krauklis et al. proposed that it should be possible to model the time
evolution of GF strength loss using the DCZOK model. Crack growth velocity should be
related to a hydrolytic glass degradation rate [35,36] if the kinetic constant of dissolution is
known, combined with a single crack sharpness amplification factor ϑ [37].

The strength reduction model reflects the two-phase behavior and differs from all
previously developed empirical models [37]. The model allows temperature and pH de-
pendence predictions on strength loss, as long as dissolution constants can be found. Since
the dissolution constants relate to standard Arrhenius-type dependencies, interpolation of
measured values can be quickly performed [37].

Linking the strength degradation to the chemical dissolution kinetics at both degra-
dation phases (dissolution constants K I

0 and K I I
0 ) provides a quantitative link. Combining

the model of the crack growth kinetics (explained in the previous module) with classic
concepts of Griffith and fracture enables the prediction of GF strength with time. The
time-dependent strength can also be expressed concerning the static (t = 0) strength σ̂f 0.
The strength loss with ageing time can be expressed as Equation (29):

t ≤ tst : σ̂f (t) =
σ̂f 0√

1+
K0

I(ϑ−ξsizing)
a0 ρglass

t

t > tst : σ̂f (t) =
σ̂f

I√
1+

K0
I I(ϑ−ξsizing)

a0 ρglass
t

(29)

where σ̂f is the GF strength after an ageing time t; σ̂f 0 is the static strength of GF; σ̂f
I is the

GF strength at the end of Phase I or the beginning of Phase II, in other words, i.e., σ̂f (tst); tst

is the time when the steady-state Phase II is reached; K I
0 and K I I

0 are the dissolution kinetics
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(rate) constants for Phase I and Phase II, respectively; a0 is the initial crack length; ϑ is the
crack sharpness amplification factor due to the thermodynamics; ρglass is the density of
glass; and ξsizing is the protective effect of sizing.

3. Discussion
3.1. Modeling Issues—Extending to Composites

In composites, polymer matrix and sizing-rich interphase protect the glass and slow
dissolution [2]. Quantitative results on how matrix slows down the dissolution are lacking,
with the exception of one study on thin composite plates. It was found that even for a few
millimeters-thin composite plates, dissolution slows down by about two times when GFs
are embedded in a polymer [41]. In addition, it was found that fiber orientation affects
the rate of glass dissolution. The dissolution degradation of GFRPs with fibers in a hoop
direction, rather than transverse, was the slowest [41].

In the case of composites, a general case of the DCZOK model is required, presented
in [2,41]. As the ageing advances, the degradation products are accumulated inside the
composite material and subsequently slow down the reaction rate of glass fiber dissolution
by shifting the chemical equilibrium. Since the long-term response is governed by Si
dissolution [35], the silica hydrolysis products are what causes the deceleration of glass
dissolution inside the composites. In the model, the accumulation term accounts for a
“driving force” term, which shows that the mass-loss rate is proportional to the difference
between concentrations of degradation products inside the composite at saturation and at
a specific time point. The global model (general case) can be mathematically expressed as
Equation (30) according to [41]:

∂m
∂t

= K0ξsizingSCnorder
H2O

(
Ceq

SiO2
− CSiO2

)morder
(30)

where m is the total cumulative mass dissolved after time t; K0 is the zero-order reaction
kinetic constant (see DCZOK modules); ξsizing is the protective effect of the sizing; S is
the glass surface area exposed to water; CH2O is the availability of water molecules to the
reacting glass surface; norder is the order of the reaction; Ceq

SiO2
is the concentration of degra-

dation products at saturation inside the composite; CSiO2 is the current concentration of
degradation products inside the composite; and morder is the order of the driving force term.

3.2. Future Work

The Modular Paradigm presented in this work needs more experimental validation
with different grades of glass fibers and sizing materials. With different geometries, fiber
orientations, and layups of GFRPs, the GF encapsulation’s effect in a GFRP is not fully
understood. The Modular Paradigm is not considered complete in the state of the art,
yet it is a systematic step forward. Future work should consider the improvement of the
individual modules, as well as their interconnectedness. The clear missing link is the lack of
understanding of how the time-dependent chemical (hydrolytic) ageing of the interphase
results in the deterioration of the composite interfacial strength.

The manuscript provides a short review of fiber-reinforced composite materials (specif-
ically glass fibers) that can be used to predict environmental ageing, including cracks, frac-
tures, strength, and lifetimes. However, the mechanical properties of the fiber-reinforced
materials are also greatly dependent on the distribution/geometry of the constitutive ma-
trix and reinforcement phases. Therefore, these aspects have to be addressed in more detail
in future works. Some notable works in this area involve findings on interfacial cracks and
topology optimization [61], thermal effects [62], fracture strength and toughness [63], and
load-bearing ability [64].

4. Conclusions

Seven modules within the Modular Paradigm for modeling the hydrothermal ageing
of glass fibers were reviewed and systematized. These modeling tools range from trivial
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engineering tools to advanced phenomenological formulas. In tandem, they enable the
prediction of the environmental ageing of glass fibers, including the kinetics of mass loss,
fiber radius reduction, environmental crack growth, and loss of strength. This modeling
toolbox provides a systematic approach for predicting the environmental ageing of glass
fibers and glass-fiber-reinforced composites, being valuable for both industry and academia.
The review evaluated modules that calculate initial parameters such as (1) fiber number
in a bundle, (2) fiber surface area, and (3) fiber fractions of a composite, as well as predict
(4) mass loss, (5) fiber radius reduction, (6) environmental crack growth, and (7) loss of
strength. Limitations of the toolbox and required future work were discussed.
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